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Plush Sofa’s  
assembly  
instructions
An easy step-by-step 
guide to getting your 
custom made sofa ready
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Check out our short YouTube video series that 

highlights some of these assembly instructions. Either 

scan the QR barcode below, or visit the following link:

https://bit.ly/2DEYd1h
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How to find the legs for your sofa

Some sofas will arrive with the legs already 

attached, others will be packed inside the 

sofa and require attaching. To find your sofas 

legs, turn the sofa over and you will see a 

zipper in the fabric base, open the zipper and 

the legs will be tied inside. The zipper shape 

may be different on the model you have. 

How to install your sofa legs

There are a few different ways legs can 
be attached to our sofas.

Type 1 -

For the legs that have a single hole in the 

centre like the one beside, place the black 

nylon washer between the sofa and the 

leg then use a size 2 long Phillips head 

screw driver to screw in the bolt. Turn the 

screwdriver until the legs are tight. Once it is 

tight push the white cap into the hole at the 

bottom of the foot to protect your floor. 

Please note that spinning the leg once it is in 

place will not tighten the screw you need to 

tighten with the screwdriver through  

the hole.

 
Breakdown of leg components; nylon washer and bolt
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Type 3 -

Screw the large bolt into the large hole and tighten with a Phillips head screwdriver

The self tapping wood screw (i.e. the smaller one) goes into the small hole but please note that there is no pre drilled hole for the 

small screw, use a Phillips head to screw into the wood and tighten

Type 2 -

For the legs that have two holes on metal pieces attached to the leg, simply use a Alan key to screw in the bolts. Turn the key until 

the legs are tight (Part A)

Don’t forget the centre support leg if your sofa has one. Not all do so don’t worry if you didn’t get one. Put the washer in 

between the sofa and leg then screw the leg in by hand (Part B). Some centre support legs are adjustable, please adjust to the 

correct height once the sofa in position.

How to install your sofa legs - cont’d
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Connecting your modular

All modulars will have connector clips to hold the 

pieces firmly together. It can be a bit tricky and 

may take a few goes to get them all in. There are 4 

different types of clips on our sofa’s.

Type 2 -

Alligator connectors will be tucked in under the 
sofa.

Swivel them out so they are pointing out from 
the sofa, align the modular pieces and slide the 
alligator clips into place.

Type 1 -

Lift up the modular piece with clip A and slide 
into the modular piece with clip B.

Check out our short YouTube video series that highlights these assembly instructions. Visit the link below:  

https://bit.ly/2DEYd1h

A B

Type 3 & 4 -

This type of connector is only used on our 
Emmerson, Vancouver and Atlanta recliners 
models. 

To connect lift up the modular piece A and 
place into the cut out on modular piece B .

A B

A B
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Electric recliners

If you have purchased an electric recliner sofa 

you will need to find the transformers and 

connect them to the sofa.

The transformers are tucked under the 

sofa in white boxes and tied to the recliner 

mechanism (see Image 1).

You will need to tip your sofa on its side to 

find them.

Each recliner mechanism requires its own 

transformer and plug (for the wall)

Image 1.
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